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          Read the sentences. Circle the word that goes in the sentence.  Then write it on the line. 

1. I will call my ___   Cecil. room robot 

2.  I hear the ___   of his wheels. sound seem 

3.  Cecil ___    likes to play ball. almost always 

4. He ___   made a fluffy cake. almost away 

5. It is almost too___    to eat. party pretty 

             Write the root or base word.           S if it means the same;  O if it means opposite 

 

1. grass ______ 

2. tree______ 

3. put______ 

4. with______ 

5. wrote______ 

6. feel______ 

7. bed______ 

8. five______ 

9.    skate______ 

1. luckily     ___   

2. trapped  ___   

3. smiling    ___   

4. careful   ___   

5.  madder ___     

6.   quick   -  fast     ____ 

7.   slide   -  slide  ____ 

8.   present    - gift  ____ 

9.   dry    - wet  ____ 

10. keep    - give  ____ 

11. lid    -  top   ____ 

             Say the words.  If the vowel is long write a L;   if short sound write S 
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     Read the sentences. Circle the word that goes in the sentence.  Then write it on the line. 

1. I _____         I am lucky to have Cecil. say same 

2.  He ______   cooked my dinner. else even 

3.  Cecil ______   a lot to help me. do does 

4.  ______   he did my homework. One Once 

5. I _____    had to see the principal. almost always 

         Spelling:  Circle the misspelled words.                 Write the words in ABC order. 

 

1. Cecil can mow the grass.      ___________________ 

2. He is cleaning my room.    ___________________ 

3. His cakes are too pretty to eat.    ___________________ 

4. I hit the fence too hard.   ___________________ 

1. space 

2. why 

3. moct 

4. faec 

5. rice 

6. nine 

7. nin 

8. face 

9. nice 

10. whi 

11. most 

12. speac 

1. full 

2. grow 

3. hot 

4. even 

5. hurt 

1. ____   
2. ____   
3. ____   
4. ____   
5. ____   

                       Circle the nouns and  write the nouns on the lines. 
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H Read the sentences. Find the word that goes in the sentence, then write it on the line. 

1. What time do we ____    Dad for lunch? 

2.  The road to Sam’s house is very  _____   . 

3.  The ice cream will _______    in the sun.   

4.  Do you like _______   and carrots.  

5.  I sit at my  _______     to do my work.         

 

beets  

meet  

desk 

sent 

melt 

steep 

sweet 
 

                    Put the story in order   1, 2, 3, 4, 5  

______ First, Pam rolled three huge snowballs.  

______Pam ran outside to make a snowman. 

______ It snowed last night. 

______Finally she added eyes, nose and a hat. 

______Next she built a snowman with three balls. 

   Circle the base (root) word.            If 2 words same vowel sound = YES  
  If not = NO 

1.  petted      pet            pett 

2. fish           fishes        fishs 

3. tak            take           taking 

4. bigg           biggest      big 

5. trip            tripped      tripp 

6. frog   -   now   _______ 

7. kite   -  like     _______ 

8. look  -  would   ______ 

9. been  -  sleep  _______ 

10. my  - may     _______ 
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              Unscramble  the words in the box, and finish the sentence.  

1.  Kate __________          to eat. wait not can 

2.  Dan ran ____________         . lake the to 

3.  I saw Jake __________         . the cake eat  

4.  Can you help __________         ?  gate fix the 

5.  Pam likes to ___________         . bed her make 

           How many syllables do you hear?                                Rhyming Words:  

           1   2    or    3                     Yes if rhymes;    No  if the words do not. 

 

          Read the questions. Circle the best answers:  There may be more than one answer.     

1. What is smaller than you are?    
a cat,   a bed,    a house,     a baby 
 

2. What is bigger than you are?    
a jet,     a train,     a bird,   mother 
 

3. What animals are zoo animals?   
an elephant,    a wren,   a puppy,   a lion 

4. Where can people live?  
 in an apple,    in a city,      in a town,                
on a farm 
 

5. What is the name of a place?  
  a house,     a duck,    a park,    a song 
 

6. What is round? 
baseball,   circle,    ruler,    marble,  

 

1. children ___ 

2. almost___ 

3. plays___ 

4. birthday___ 

5. together___ 

6. robot___ 

7. thing___ 

8. animals___ 

9. must___ 

10. understand___ 

1. ran  - can       _______     

2. good – goat   _______     

3. fun - sun       _______     

4. ten -  hen      _______     

5. tip  - tub       _______     
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